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pronnet^ the produc, cart be made by another materia!* different process.

toa.elepho^co^eo.O^oberZV.ZO.Hwifttheunders.gned

attorney/agent of record, a provision.! Oecrion ro Group 1, cUims 1- 9, was madert.

averse. AppUcants hereby confirmiba, provisional elecnon. wimou. traverse.

IL Claims
riaims 1 4 8 and 9 has been amended.

Claims 1-5 and 7-9 remain m mis application. Claims i, % e an
Claims ana

. have been ^thdrawn as a result of an earlier

Claim 6 has been cancelled. Claims 1U \l nave oe

restriction requirement. In view ofthe exanuner's
earnex restnction requ^ent,

a^bcant retains the right to present claims 10-12 in a divisional application,

appbeant retain ^ temperature difference between the

Claim 1 has been amended to recite mat uierei H

•

, «than50°C and that the substantially constant cooling rate is less than

two zones is less man w,u

3°C.

Claim 4 baa been amended «o reciie ft* fire .empemtured— beb^nd-e

aones is less than 30 «C. Support for fins amendment is fonnd ,n Paragraph [0020,

has been cancelled herein.
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HI* Specification

The Examiner has indicated various infonnalitics or typographical errorsinthe

specification, which have been corrected above as appropriate. Claim 1 has been

amended to recite "strontium fluoride".

Claim 4 was also cited as being indefinite. Applicants traverse this rejection.

Applicants believe that the Examiner may have misunderstood a portion of clann 4 m

view of the specification and what is recited in claim 1.

Claim 1 recites in part:

«... growing a fluoride crystal from the fluoride melt by cooling the

meU from the melting temperature to a first temperature below the

melting temperature by lowering the melt from the melting zone into

the cooling zone and controlling the temperature of the two zones so

that the temperature difference between the two zones is minimized

during crystal formation

Claim 4 recites:

"The method according to claim 1 , wherein during crystal growth

and cooling to a first temperature the temperature difference

between the two zones is less than 50 °C
"

™ese two cMms«4 <°*«*— »'"tast°°dm °f 'he s"~ification-

[0020), as shown on page 6 beginning at line 2 and continuing to the end ofthe

paragraph.^

in ate reading the paragraph would understand that in

Lung (cold, zone while keeping *< "*f— "~ " "

.

cooled a. a faster rate than the cold zone. However, as stated in the Paragraph 100201,

,to difference is done in a manner such drat Ore cooling curves for bod, zones are as

OT„oth as possible while maintaining d. difference. During this stage the cryaal is

"1 fel dte nreit The cooung under this reghne. fti. is, under the 50 -Cd~
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criterion, continues until the crystal is grown and the temperature reach the First

Temperature of 1100-1300 «C. To do this, the temperature ofboth zones is continuously

lowered. One the First Temperature is reached, then entire crystal, which is now in the

cooling zone, is then cooled at a substantially constant jrate to a final temperature.

Stated another way, the melting point ofCaF2 is 1420 °C and at temperatures

below this a CaF2 melt will crystallize. Using the teachings ofthe invention, one skilled

in the art would understand that in the process one maintains the hot zone above the

melting point and cold zone below the melting point so that crystallization can be

effected, the temperature difference between the two being 50 °C or less. When the

crystal has been grown from the melt, the temperature bf the two zones is then lowered to

the First Temperature, but the temperature difference between the two is maintain at 50

°C or less until the First Temperature is reached.

Therefore, applicants respekfully submit that in view of the foregoing

explanation, based on the Specification and Figures, claim 4 as it presently is stated is not

indefinite; and applicants respectfully request that the Examiner withdraw the rejection..

IV. § 102 Rejections

The Examiner has rejected claims I, 2, 3, 5, an4 6 under 35 U-S.C. § 102(b) as

being anticipated by Garibin, et al (US 2002/018057). ^Applicants traverse the rejection

and submit that it is moot in view <jf the amendment to claim 1. Claim 1 is the

independent claim. Claims 2, 3 5 and 6 depend on claim 1.

Claim 1 has been amended to recite the use ofa
1

constant temperature cooling rate

from the first temperature to a final temperature and that this constant rate is 3 °C or less.

In addition, claim 1 has been amended to state that the temperature difference between

the hot and cold zones is less than 50
C
C.

Garibin et al. teaches multiple cooling rates froip "first temperature" to a final

temperature. (See Paragraphs [00lj5] and claim 3.) Further, Garibin does not teach or

suggest the application ofa constant or linear cooling rjite from the first temperature a

final temperature. In addition, Garibin does not teach inamtaining the temperature

difference between the hot and cold to less than 50 °C.
j

Consequently, applicants

t !

•
•

1 i
r :

j
i
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a onostep process for growiig and annealing a crystal as taught by applicants*

amended claims.

Therefore, in view of the foregoing facts and arguments, and the amendment to

claim 1, applicants respectfully submit that it is proper for the Examiner to withdraw

the § 1 03(a) rejection of claims 1 -9.

The Examiner has rejected claims 1 - 5 and; 7-9 under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as

being unpatentable over Price (US 2002/0066402) in view of Sakuma, et al (US

2002/0038625) for reasons stated in the Office Action. Claim 1 is the independent
i j.

claim. Claims 2-5 and 7 -
9j
depend on claim 1. Applicants traverse the rejection.

Price does not teach 6r suggest the growing|pf a crystal while maintaining the

temperature difference between the hot and cold zo'ne to less than 50 °C. In addition,

Price does not teach or suggest the use of a constanjt or linear cooling rate for a

crystal from a first temperature to a final temperature,

Sakuma likewise does not teach or suggest the use of a constant or linear cooling

rate from a first temperature to a final temperature, j

Further, Sakuma does not teach

growing a crystal from a mell while maintaining th? temperature difference between

the hot and cold zones to 50 °G or less. In fact, Saloima does not even mention

growing a crystal, but instead sjtarts with crystal tlialt is that has been grown in a

previous process. Consequent!^, applicants submit|that Sakuma does not, in

combination with Price, teach 6r suggest the claimed invention which is directed to a
i • i

a^d annealing a crystal as taught by applicants'
one-step process for growing ;

amended claims. i

Therefore, in view of tlfe foregoing facts an<ji arguments, and the amendment

to claim 1, applicants respectru|ty submit that it is proper for the Examiner to

withdraw the §103(a) rejectienjofclaims 1-5 and 7-?.

C. The Examiner has furthjer rejected claims 1 L 5 and 7 under 35 U.S.C. 1 03(a)

as being unpatentable over Shi<izawa (US 2001/00 1L9453) in view of Sakuma, et al

*
:
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(US 2002/0038625). Claim 1 is the independent claim. Claims 2 - 5 and 7 - 9

depend on claim 1. Applicants traverse the rejection.

Shiozawa does not teach or suggest the growing of a crystal while

maintaining the temperature difference between the hot and cold zone to less than 50

°C. In addition, Shiozawa doek not teach or suggest the use of a constant or linear

cooling rate for a crystal from a;first temperature to a final temperature.

Sakuma likewise does not teach or suggest the use ofa constant or linear cooling

rate from a first temperature to!|a final temperature. Further, Sakuma does not teach

growing a crystal from a melt Tyhile maintaining the temperature difference between

the hot and cold zones to 50 °<f
or less. In fact, Sakuma does not even mention

growing a crystal, but instead starts with crystal that is that has been grown in a

previous process. Consequently, applicants submit that Shiozawa does not, in

combination with Sakuma, teach or suggest the claimed invention which is directed

to a one-step process for growijag and annealing a crystal as taught by applicants'

amended claims. •

Therefore, in view of trie foregoing facts and arguments, and the amendment

to claim I, applicants respectfully submit that it is proper for the Examiner to

withdraw the §103(a) rejectioni'of claims 1-9.

if I

VI. Double Patenting
;

.

Claims 1-5 and 7 - 9 are provisionally rejected Under the judicially created

doctrine of double patenting over claims 1 - 22 ofcopending Application No.

10/652,013. This is a provisional double patenting rejection since the conflicting claims

i

-

have not yet been patented.

Applicant will provide a Terminal Disclaimer for the present application in the

event that co-pending Application No. 10/652,013 is allowed and/or has issued prior to

IL-

the allowance ofthe present application.

10
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VH. Art cited but not relied on.

Applicants have reviewed that art cited and not relied on and believe that this art

neither anticipates nor teaches or suggests applicants' invention as claimed in the

amended claims submitted herewith.

vm. Conclusion

Based upon the above amendments, remarks, and papers of records, applicants

believes the pending claims ofthe above-captioned application are in allowable form and

patentable over the prior art ofrecord. Applicants respectfully request that a timely

Notice ofAllowance be issued in this case.

Applicant believes that no extension oftime is necessary to make this Reply

timely. Should applicant be in error, applicant respectfully requests that the Office grant

such time extension pursuant to 37 C.F.R. § 1.136(a) as necessary to make this Reply

timely, and hereby authorizes the Office to charge any necessary fee or surcharge with

respect to said time extension to the deposit account of the undersigned firm of attorneys,

Deposit Account 03-3325.

Please direct any questions or comments to Walter M. Douglas at 607-974-243 1

.

)ate

CERTIFICATE OF TRANSMISSION
UNDER 37 r/F.Tl 6 1.8

I hereby certify that this paper an<J any papers referred to herein

arc being transmitted by facsimile to the U.S .
Patmt and

Trademark Office ai 7OJ*S72-9306 on: .

Walter M. Douglas Date

Respectfully submitted,

CORNING INCORPORATED

Registration No. 34,510

Corning Incorporated

Patent Department

Mail Stop SP-TI-03-1

Corning, NY 14831
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